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Mumonkan Case One
Joshu’s Mu

Joshu Osho.    A monk asked Joshu, “Does even a dog have Buddha nature or 
not?”    Joshu said, “MU.”

As I always tell you, when you do this thing that we call studying Zen,
what you must be doing is studying the two activities of tatha-gata and tatha-
agata.    You have to really take this to heart.    When you look at things from the
perspective of Tathaagata Zen then the conclusion that is reached is that every-
thing in this entire universe, all existences have tatha-gata and tatha-agata as their
content.    In the religion of Brahmanism they say that the cosmos and everything
is created by God, is created by Brahma.    

But in Tathaagata Zen, in Buddhism we cannot uncritically, uncondition-
ally accept the activity that creates the cosmos, the activity which creates every-
thing.    Even Buddhism doesn’t deny that it must be Brahma who has created ev-
erything.    But the conclusion that Buddhism reaches is that if you look very care-
fully at the function which brings the cosmos in to being then you will see that
function has two activities tatha-gata and tatha-agata as its content.    Yesterday I
spoke a little bit about the details of the activity that tatha-gata and tatha-agata do.
But in Brahmanism they don’t talk about how the condition of the origin    is com-
posed of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    It’s Buddhism that explains about the details
of the activity that the God Brahma does.    So, we don’t negate or deny Brahma.
What we do is teach about the true Brahma.    

And as I was saying before the teaching of Brahmanism we could say was
the orthodox, conservative kind of thinking in India.    There were six other teach-
ings, however, that came up which were in contradistinction, in opposition to the
orthodox conservative teaching of Brahmanism.    If we get in to the details of it
there are actually sixty four different sects that arose.    And all these teachings had
a slightly different perspective than Brahmanism did.    And as I told you before
since scholars of Buddhism have studied this in great detail if you really want to
know about it you should ask them.    

But, just to get in to it a little bit we can say that the teaching of Brahman-
ism  was  the  teaching  which  discovered  or  created  the  idea  of  Atman  (and
Brahma).    Where does Brahma live?    Even Brahma, if Brahma didn’t have a
home Brahma couldn’t appear.    And also there were two different kinds of think-
ing that came up about Brahma; Is Brahma eternal or not?    Is this world eternal
of not?    And some of the other teachings when asked about the nature of Atman
they said that the Atman is not eternal.    And maybe we can say that some of the
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teachings that were in opposition to Brahmanism said that even if we talk about
Atman, Atman also disappears.    And I’m sure there are a lot of very interesting
books written about this subject so I advise you to scurry on down to your local
bookstore or library and check some of these books out.

And there were a lot of people debating about these kinds of questions, is
Atman in the realm of existence or non-existence, is this world in the realm of ex-
istence or non-existence?    But, it was Buddhism that came and said that all of
these problems are not really a problem.    What I want you all to take to heart
here, what I’m trying to explain here is that Buddhism was the teaching that came
up and said it is important not to attach to either one of these perspectives.    Don’t
feel like you need to emphasize that Atman is eternal, or that Atman is not eternal.
Don’t attach.    Even in modern Hinduism they probably still teach that Atman is
eternal.    And probably there are other religions in India which insist that, no, At-
man is not eternal.    I’ve never been to India, and I also haven’t really studied this
subject as a scholar, so I guess I can’t say for sure.    

If  you really put in to practice the two mutually opposing activities of
tatha-gata and tatha-agata, if you really appeal to your own practice to see clearly
in to these activities, then you’ll see for your self there is neither truth nor not-
truth, that this is the real truth.

And this koan that we’re reading and that I should be giving teisho on, this
koan of Joshu’s Mu, the meaning of this mu is that it is not existing nor not-exist-
ing, that this is the real truth.    But human beings    no matter how much spiritual
practice they seem to do they always seem to fall in to attaching to either existing
or not-existing, and from that point of attachment chattering endlessly.    And even
those of you who don’t chatter very much, and sit there looking very silent, I
think that you also are attached to either the standpoint of existing or not-existing,
and then secretly you are thinking to yourself,  “I  really should make a lot  of
money,” or “I really need to obtain a good position.”    

It’s not an easy thing to give you this koan of Joshu’s Mu and say, “Prac-
tice this.”    I tremble in fear in attempting to have you practice this koan.    I’ve
been practicing together with you for over thirty years in America, but I have
never given this koan as a koan to my students.    But Americans all seem to love
this koan of Joshu’s Mu.    Even though I haven’t given them the koan some peo-
ple just stomp right in to sanzen and say, “My koan is mu.”    They probably have
received that koan from some other Roshi I guess.    So there’s nothing I can do
about it, I don’t avoid this situation.    If they say “My koan is Joshu’s Mu,” well,
there’s nothing I can do except for to say, “Well, okay, please demonstrate your
answer.” 

If you really want to see in to the very nature of this world.    If you really
want to see in to the fact that the God that creates this world is neither existing or
non-existing, if you really want to know about this not existing, and not not-exist-
ing, then go ahead and ask me for this koan.    

Your true self is not a man nor a woman.    But, when we look at the world
this world is certainly split in to men and women.    We can’t ignore this situation
that is actually appearing.    And in Zen we don’t ignore this, we say it straight out,
this world is a world in which men and women are in opposition to one another.
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This distinction is absolutely clear.    Men and women are opposing one another.
We don’t say that men and women are equal.    

But as I told you yesterday, without fail man and woman will meet one an-
other.    All of you, you are meeting one another aren’t you?    Even though might
be separate you do meet one another, and because this meeting occurs we con-
clude that you must be living in the very same place.    And since we do meet one
another the men in order to not be laughed at by the women, and the women in or-
der to not be laughed at by the men, you have to put your make up on.    If can’t
mutually manifest ourselves so that we won’t be laughed at by each other then
love will not appear between tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    If don’t mutually make
each other  up  then  the  situation  of  man wanting  to  be  loved  by woman and
woman wanting to be loved by man won’t occur.    

In America it seems like harassment is very popular, I mean, the laws con-
cerning harassment have become very severe.    This is just my personal opinion
but it seems like if we get really strict about harassment then what is on the hori-
zon are laws that will forbid us to love each other even.    So maybe it is good that
we have harassment.    My point of view about harassment is that harassment is
good up until a certain limit.    You can’t just have an arbitrary sloppy kind of ha-
rassment.    We need an harassment which is limited.    If we get really fanatical
about harassment we will probably come to a point where men say, “Women can’t
wear make up.    Women are forbidden to wear beautiful clothes.”    And if this
happens it will be forbidden for us to mutually love each other.    What a sad and
lonely world it will become.    So, I think it’s good to have harassment.    But we
must see to it that it has a limit, that it’s limited.

And I spoke yesterday how tatha-gata and tatha-agata will inevitably man-
ifest a place of meeting.    But tatha-gata and tatha-agata are not people.    They are
not things that are acting from the perspective of an “I am.”    Although we can
say that subject and object, tatha-gata and tatha-agata are opposing one another,
they really are not opposing one another.    The reason why they are not really op-
posing one another is  because plus and minus are working without  will.      So
there’s no harassment here.    In the condition of the origin plus and minus meet
one another, and then they don’t tarry at this place of meeting, they burst through
this place of meeting, and this kind of activity is happening completely without
will.    There is no thinking this or that, there is no fighting going on.    

Yesterday I talked about how tatha-gata arrives at the origin of tatha-agata,
and tatha-agata simultaneously arrives at the origin of tatha-gata.    This is very
important.    This activity is happening completely without will.    There is no need
to obstruct, there is no need to be obstructed.    

It’s the teaching that we call Buddhism that acknowledges as valid this
will-less activity.    When we talk about to recognize we perhaps mean to know,
but this kind of knowing, the knowing of the will-less activity of the origin is not
the same kind of knowing as the knowing we generally think of as knowing.    The
condition of tatha-gata and tatha-agata acting, this condition of this activity is not
the same as what we usually think of as knowing.    The kind of consciousness that
can recognize this activity of zero, this activity of emptiness is different than what
is usually thought of as knowing, or conceptualizing.
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This condition of the source which is neither existing nor not existing, if I
say to you, “Manifest that condition for your self!”    If you try to do that manifes-
tation  through your  usual  conceptual  thinking,  if  you try  for  a  hundred years
you’ll never be able to do it.    Without giving rise to a kind of wisdom which is
different that your usual way of knowing, you will never be able to grasp for
yourself the activity of the origin.

Yesterday I talked about how when plus arrives at the source of minus and
minus arrives at the source of plus, then they do an about face, and they start to
return to their own place of origin, but in doing this returning to their own place
of origin they cannot do their original activity, they must transform themselves.
Plus must transform into minus, minus must transform in to plus.    If you attach to
your self as plus, if you attach to your self as man or as woman then according to
Buddhism it is already a mistake (“Well, maybe not a mistake, but that kind of
thinking is not in Buddhism.”)    

If you bring along your usual way of knowing, your usual way of concep-
tualizing, and you come here to study Zen, it’s asking yourself to do something
which is impossible.    

According  to  Tathaagata  Zen,  according  to  Buddhism  what  is  usually
thought of as the activity of knowing is an incomplete activity, it’s an incomplete
activity of consciousness.    It is not the consciousness which is itself truth.    

And here comes this problem, “Did you hear this sound (Roshi hits fan.)
Everybody will say, “Yes, I heard it.”    And when you heard this sound, the wis-
dom of hearing that sound, what kind of wisdom was it.    Most people will, hold-
ing this usual way of knowing say, “Yes, clearly I heard that sound.    I knew that
sound.”    But in Buddhism, and especially in Tathaagata Zen we say that kind of
consciousness, that kind of conceptualizing, knowing, that you did, was incom-
plete.    So how should you know this sound?    Without your activity of knowing
disappearing you won’t be able to grasp this sound.    In actual fact when you did
hear this sound the activity of knowing of your self, the activity of conceptualiz-
ing of your self has disappeared.    (Your self that knows has disappeared).    There
is no function of knowing separate from the self.    There is no self other than the
activity of knowing.    According to Tathaagata Zen, when you heard that sound
your self, your activity of knowing, disappeared.    

It’s the third day, but I finally remembered that there are probably some
people here who have this koan so I felt I better explain it.    So please listen care-
fully.    Not just sound.    When you listen to a sound you are using your ears to lis-
ten aren’t you?    When you look at a flower you use your eyes and look at the
flower.      And when you smell  something you are using your nose in order to
smell.    And when you think, “Ahh, sweet,” of “sour,” then you are using your
tongue to taste.    And when you for example are touching something like this arm
of this chair and think, “Ahhh, what a smooth feeling this.    This is such a won-
derful arm to this chair,” then you are using the activity of touch, the activity of
feeling of your body.    But we say that all of those kinds of activities are not the
real thing.    The imperfect,. incomplete activity of mind is when you are using
your ear activity being attached to your ear activity, or using your eye activity be-
ing attached to your eye activity.    Because you are attaching to these things this is
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not the perfect, complete activity of mind.    I know it’s not very interesting but
please listen.    

In Tathaagata Zen we call the appearance of this incomplete activity of
mind the function of knowing or the function of consciousness.    In English we
have this word consciousness, and I’m not sure how you all understand this word
consciousness, but in Buddhism we say that “ishikisayou,” consciousness is the
incomplete  activity  of  knowledge.      Sometimes it  seems as if  Zen people use
words very haphazardly, but we also can use words very strictly, very precisely.
The word in Japanese, “ishiki,” the first character “ee” this ee means incomplete
activity of mind.    What this character ee means is that the self is willfully doing
the activity of knowing.    If you are doing this kind of activity of consciousness
it’s impossible to escape from the imperfect human realm.    I think that if you
have your usual way of understanding the word consciousness then it will be very
difficult for you to understand teisho.

Consciousness, therefore, is the incomplete activity of knowing.    It is not
the perfect, complete activity of knowing.    The activity that we call knowing is
the activity that appears when subject and object meet.    For example when man
and woman meet  the man will  think,  “That’s  a woman,” and the woman will
think, “That’s a man.”    The woman might say to the man, “Your a man, and I’m a
woman.”    This is the kind of (mutual) knowing that we say is the incomplete ac-
tivity of knowing.    Plus an minus have met one another, and as long as they are
doing this incomplete activity of knowing then they will be stuck in this condition
of having met (stuck in opposition to one another).    

But, when this place of meeting can be broken through, then the condition
of zero appears.      When plus and minus break through this place of meeting, then
they both can catch for themselves the entire body.    When you catch the experi-
ence for yourself of the whole, of the entire body, then there are no objects for
you.    You have experienced everything so nothing is your object.    That is what
we call the manifestation of the activity of zero.    There is no need to do con-
sciousness anymore.    

And also we say that if we give a personality or character to this activity
of zero we call it the activity of true love.    When one manifests for oneself the
activity of true love, when you manifest the activity of zero, then you are in a con-
dition that does not need to do the activity of consciousness, does not need to do
the activity of knowing.    When you are manifesting the activity    of true love, the
activity of zero, you have completely destroyed the kind of consciousness that
says, “I like this, and dislike that.    This is good.    This is bad.    This is God.
This is the devil.”    You are doing a different kind of activity of wisdom than that.

This is the condition that has appeared when subject and object, plus and
minus disappear.    But it isn’t the case actually that they have disappeared, plus
and minus have become one and are doing the activity of zero.    And when we
look from the perspective of zero itself we say that zero has made plus and minus,
tatha-gata and tatha-agata totally its content.

When zero is manifest, when true love is manifest, then it is not necessary
to know anything.    It is the manifestation of complete, perfect knowledge, perfect
wisdom.    We deeply and severely caution you that when you are in the position
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of thinking,  “I  must  understand the truth.      I  must  understand the position of
God,” then you are standing in your imperfect incomplete activity of conscious-
ness.

So now you understand, when you hear this sound (bam) the moment you
hear this sound subject and object have both disappeared.    You must manifest
yourself as the self which    has both subject and object as its content.    When you
heard that sound how did you manifest Brahma?    How did you manifest the One
God when you heard that sound.    this is the perspective which has transcended
knowing.    The perspective in which knowing has disappeared.    If you try to do
zazen using the kind of way of knowing that you’ve learned up until now, using
the way of knowing that affirms your “I am” self, and thinks “This I am self needs
to know something,” you can do zazen for a million years, and you’ll never be
able to grasp even this sound.    

So even this sound koan is not easy.    And now how about this Joshu’s Mu
koan?    Joshu’s Mu koan is like a phantom koan, actually (to me it’s boring).    I
think the sound koan is actually a much better koan than this Joshu’s Mu koan.    I
can’t really advise you to gratefully accept this Joshu’s Mu koan and try to prac-
tice it.

So now we should get on with where we left off yesterday. Tatha-gata and
tatha-agata are working within one room meeting each other and breaking through
that point of meeting over and over again, repetitively.    This will-less repetitive
activity is the condition of the source.    It is the condition from which everything
is born.    And according to Buddhism if we are going to recognize the existence
of the unique God Brahma, then Brahma must be the very same thing as this con-
dition of the source.    And as I always say, if there is any I am self there then it
isn’t Brahma.    If you have your “I am” self and are looking at the God Brahma as
an object, then this is simply the object Brahma,. the objective Brahma, it isn’t the
real God, and you won’t be able to experience the real God Brahma.    

And when we talk about Atman as well there is the complete Atman, and
the incomplete Atman.    It’s when you throw the incomplete Atman away that the
Brahma appears, that the complete Atman appears.    When we take God as an ob-
ject, or God as an object, and in other religions they call this same unique Brahma
God, we say that we can’t live, we can’t exist without God.     And that’s true.
When you are incomplete then you are not Brahma.    But where did this incom-
plete self come from?    Where did this incomplete self bubble up from?    It goes
without saying that it came from Brahma.    

Within the body of Brahma plus and minus are cyclically repeating the ac-
tivity of unifying and facing one another.    There is no plus and minus activity
outside of Brahma.    Brahma is the activity which makes itself pregnant.    It be-
comes pregnant with all things.    Brahma isn’t just sitting there absolutely mo-
tionless.    Brahma is doing the activity of making itself pregnant with all things.    
It’s time to stop so let’s stop here.
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